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Covering a chessboard with dominoes

Season 02
Episode 12

Time frame 2 periods

Objectives :
• Work on some overing (tiling) problems.
Materials :
• Problem lists.
• Solutions.
• Chessboards and dominoes (one for eah pair of students).
• Beamer with the solutions.
1 – Seven problems 75 minsStudents work by pairs. Eah pair of students has to solve seven problems and tell theanswer to the teaher. They get 3 points for every problem solved.
2 – The solutions Remaining timeThe solutions are shown with a beamer and then handed out to the students. Pairs ofstudents an be hosen randomly to omment on the solutions.
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Document ProblemsProblem 1Is it possible to over a whole hessboard with dominoes ?Problem 2One orner has been removed from a hessboard. Is it possible to over the remainingportion of the board with dominoes so that eah domino overs exatly two squares ?What if two opposite orners are removed ?Problem 3Two arbitrary but adjaent squares have been removed from a hessboard. Is it possibleto over the remaining portion of the board with dominoes ?Problem 4Two arbitrary squares of di�erent olors have been removed from a hessboard. Is itpossible to over the remaining portion of the board with dominoes ?Problem 5Two arbitrary pairs of squares of di�erent olors have been removed from a hessboard.Is it always possible to over the remaining portion of the board with dominoes ?Problem 6Three arbitrary pairs of squares of di�erent olors have been removed from a hessboard,so that the hessboard does not split into two or more separate piees. Is it always possibleto over the remaining portion of the board with dominoes ?Problem 7A domino has two edges, a long edge and a short edge. Two adjaent dominoes must bein one of the only three possible on�gurations : long edge to long edge, short edge toshort edge and long edge to short edge. In a domino tiling of a hessboard, what is theminimum number of long-edge to long-edge pairs ?Problem 8Prove that in any over of a whole hessboard with dominoes, the number of horizontaldominoes with a blak left square and the number of horizontal dominoes with a whiteleft square are equal.
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Document Solutions

Problem 1Is it possible to over a whole hessboard with dominoes ?A hessboard is made of 64 squares, in eight lines of eight squares. By putting fourhorizontal dominoes on eah line, we over the board with 32 dominoes.Problem 2One orner has been removed from a hessboard. Is it possible to over theremaining portion of the board with dominoes so that eah domino oversexatly two squares ? What if two opposite orners are removed ?If one orner is removed from the hessboard, then the number of squares is odd. As adomino is made of two squares, it will then be impossible to over the amputated boardwith dominoes so that eah domino overs exatly two squares : one would foredly haveone half outside of the board.If two opposite orners are removed, the amputated board is made of 62 squares, sothe problem stated above doesn't arise. Now, paint the squares blak and white as in aregular hessboard. The opposite orners are the same olor, so the amputated board willbe made of, say 30 blak squares and 32 white squares. But a domino will always overa blak square and a white square, so it's impossible to over the amputated board withdominoes.



Season 02 • Episode 12 • Covering a chessboard with dominoes 3Problem 3Two arbitrary but adjaent squares have been removed from a hessboard. Isit possible to over the remaining portion of the board with dominoes so thateah domino piee overs exatly two squares ?By studying di�erent positions for the removed squares, it's easy to gets onvine thatit's always possible. But this is not a satisfatory way to prove it. So, onsider, the basitiling of the hessboard one gets with 32 horizontal dominoes. Three situations may arisefor the two removed squares.
1. If the two removed squares are under the same tiling domino, then the amputatedboard is obviously tileable with dominoes.
2. If the two removed squares are on the same row, but undertwo horizontally adjaent dominoes, then we just have toplae one horizontal domino on the row below or abovethose two squares (depending on the parity of the numberof the row), one vertial domino on the right and one ofthe left. We get the on�guration shown on the ri ght orits horizontal mirror image, whih �lls a 4 × 2 part of theboard, the rest of the horizontal dominoes being unmoved.
2. If the two removed squares are on the same olumn, under two vertially adjaentdominoes,then we just need to plae a vertial domino over the two other halves ofthese dominoes.Problem 4Two arbitrary squares of di�erent olors have been removed from a hessboard.Is it possible to over the remaining portion of the board with dominoes sothat eah domino piee overs exatly two squares ?It's always possible. To see this, draw two forks ason the diagram. This splits the hessboard into ahain of alternating squares. The hain an be tra-versed by starting at any square and overing twosquares at a time with a piee of domino. The tworemoved squares must be a di�erent olor, so therewill always be an even number of squares along thehain between them. Start from one side of one ofthe removed squares and plae dominoes along thehain until you get to the other one. Do the sameforom the other side. Note that this wouldn't bepossible if the two removed squares are the sameolor, as the hains between them will have an oddnumber of squares.



Season 02 • Episode 12 • Covering a chessboard with dominoes 4Problem 5Two arbitrary pairs of squares of di�erent olors have been removed from ahessboard. Is it always possible to over the remaining portion of the boardwith dominoes so that eah domino piee overs exatly two squares ?The problem has two di�erent answers if we allow the removed squares to isolate one partof the board or not. If we allow this, then the tiling is not always possible. Consider forexemple the situation were one orner is surrounded by two removed squares of the sameolor, the two other ones being anywhere else on the board. Then, the isolated orner isobviously not tileable with dominoes and so the amputated board is not.If we restrit the situation to the ases where the board doesn't fall apart, it seems thatthe tiling is always possible, but the proof is not easy to write.Problem 6Three arbitrary pairs of squares of di�erent olors have been removed from ahessboard, so that the hessboard does not split into two or more separatepiees. Is it always possible to over the remaining portion of the board withdominoes so that eah domino piee overs exatly two squares ?This is not always possible to do, as we will show withone speial on�guration.The �gure on the right depits the lower right orner ofthe board. Remove the three blak squares marked witha right ross, and the three white squares anywhere elseon the board, so that it does not split into two or morepiees. Then the only way to over the lower right whitesquare is to put a domino as shown with a rosshathedretangle. It will then be impossible to over the rightsquare just left of this domino.



Season 02 • Episode 12 • Covering a chessboard with dominoes 5Problem 7A domino has two edges, a long edge and a short edge. Two adjaent dominoesmust be in one of the only three possible on�gurations : long edge to longedge, short edge to short edge and long edge to short edge. In a domino tilingof a hessboard, what is the minimum number of long-edge to long-edge pairs ?The tilings shown on the right as only onelong-edge to long-edge pair. This is the smal-lest possible number of suh pairs, as it's im-possible to do a tiling with none. Indeed, ifyou start with a domino in one orner, avoi-ding long-edge to long-edge pairs will imposethe plaement of all the dominoes as shownon the �gure, exept the four middle squares.Then we need to plae two dominoes on thesesquares, whih will give us three long-edge tolong-edge paris in one ase and one in theother.Problem 8Prove that in any over of hessboard with dominoes, the number of horizontaldominoes with a blak left square and the number of horizontal dominoes witha white left square are equal.The proof of this property is given by E. W. Dijsktra :For a given partitioning, onsider one of the seven lines that separate two adjaent o-lumns ; it divides the board into a left and a right part. We observe that
1. beause the olumn length is even, eah olumn, and hene the left part, ontainsequal numbers of blak and white squares, and ;
2. beause a domino onsists of a blak and a white square, the dominoes entirely tothe left of the line omprise equal numbers of blak and white squares.Combining the two observations, we onlude that, among the horizontal dominoes rossedby the line, there are as many with a blak left square as with a white one. Sine eahhorizontal domino is rossed by exatly one of the seven lines, we onlude by summationthat the number of horizontal dominoes with a blak left square and the number ofhorizontal dominoes with a white left square are equal.
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Document 1 Chessboards
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Document 2 Dominoes


